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ABSTRACT
The development of navigation tools for peoplewho are visually impaired hadbecome an important
concern in the research area of assistive technologies. This paper gives a comprehensive review of
different articles published in the area of navigation solutions for people who are visually impaired.
Unlike other reviewpapers, this review considersmajor solutions thatwork in both the indoor or/and
outdoor environments which are based on different technology. From the review, it became clear
that the navigation systems proposed for the target users lack some core features that are quite
important for independent navigation. Also, there can be instances in which humanitarian condi-
tions also have to be considered in the navigation system design. Based on these findings, a set of
recommendations are also givenwhich can be considered in the future design of navigation systems
for blind and visually impaired people.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Navigation is an essential part of every person’s life. Peo-
ple navigate for work, education, shopping, and other
miscellaneous reasons. Most people would acknowledge
that vision plays a critical role in navigation since it facil-
itates the movement from one spot to another. It is rel-
atively easy to imagine getting around without vision in
well-known environments, such as our room in the house
or even our office space.However, it is difficult to navigate
unfamiliar places.

The statistics from the World Health Organisation
(WHO) shows that approximately 2.2 billion people live
with some forms of vision impairment globally.1 Being
blind or visually impaired does not mean losing the
independence of getting to and from places whenever
we wanted. People with no vision or limited vision can
travel independently daily with their means best suited
for them.According toNicolas et al. [1], one of the biggest
challenges to independence for people who are visually
impaired is associated with safe and efficient navigation.
However, it also should be noted that to facilitate safe
and efficient navigation, it is good to acquire travel skills
and use sources of non-visual environmental informa-
tion that are rarely considered by people who rely on
their vision. But still, there exist some challenges that are
faced by people who are visually impaired during daily
navigation [2]. Besides, to reach the destination safely,
there are different other challenges which are usual in

navigation [3]. Some of them are identifying pit in-front
of the path, hanging obstacles, stairs, traffic junctions,
signposts on the pavement, wet floor indoors, greased or
slippery outdoor paths, etc.

People who are blind or visually impaired started using
conventional navigation aids such as white canes2, guide
dogs3,4, assistance by a trained guide or volunteer [4,5]
since long time back. Research shows that people who
become blind in their early life often learn to use their
acoustic skills such as echolocation in an efficient way for
navigation [6–8]. Landmarks and clues also play an vital
role in wayfinding and navigation.5 Also, some people
utilize auditory or olfactory senses to assist their naviga-
tion. Tactile paving can also provide a supportive infras-
tructure for navigation in cities or urban areas for people
who are visually impaired.6 They are particularly useful
near public transport stations and provide better safety
for pedestrians who need assistance to know precisely
where they are located [9].

People who are visually impaired often use Orienta-
tion and Mobility (O&M) skills that help travelling
unfamiliar environments. The orientation and mobility
skills acquired by the visually impaired users support to
develop competencies needed for safe and efficient navi-
gation.7 Orientation refers to the capability to know the
current location and the destination which the person
intends to travel. It includes information such as whether
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the person wants to move from one room to another
or wants to go to a shopping mall. Mobility refers to
the capability of a person for safe and effective naviga-
tion from one place to another. It includes travelling to
a station without falling, crossing streets, and safe use of
public transportation facilities [10–12].

When technological advancements are being utilized in
the design of everyday products, people started making
use of that advantage in the assistive tools also. Such
tools are created for people with disabilities as support
in their daily life. Later such assistive tools collectively
called Assistive Technologies. According to [13], assistive
technology is concerned with technologies, equipment,
devices, apparatus, services, systems, processes and envi-
ronmental modifications that enable them to overcome
various physical, social, infrastructural and accessibility
barriers to independence and live active, productive and
independent lives as equal members of society. Research
suggests that assistive technologies are playing increas-
ingly important roles in the lives of people with dis-
abilities, particularly in navigation [14]. Some examples
for this are Wayfindr8, Envision [15], etc. Due to the
technological advancements that happened in themobile
industry, mobile devices with adequate computational
capacity and sensor capabilities are also providing var-
ious possibilities in the development of navigation sys-
tems. According to Csapó et al. [16], the largest and most
common mobile platforms are rapidly evolving as the
de-facto standards for the implementation of assistive
technologies.

The research into assistive navigation aids for people
who are blind or visually impaired is quite extensive.
It may be because its scope extends from the physio-
logical factors associated with vision loss to the human
factors influencing mobility, orientation, and access to
information and also to the technological aspects in the
development of tools and techniques in the form of nav-
igation, wayfinding, information access, interaction, etc.
The authors of [13] claim that it is very hard to charac-
terize or capture the essence of this field within a single
snapshot. According to [17], there are many navigation
systems proposed for blind and visually impaired peo-
ple, but only a few can provide dynamic interactions
and adaptability to changes and none of those systems
works seamlessly on both indoors and outdoors. More-
over, even if there is a system that can work fine in all
situations, it tends to be complex and does not concern
about the needs of a blind person which ranges from
the ease of usage, simple interface, and also being less
complex.

Several reviews have been carried out on different naviga-
tion tools and techniques used by people who are visually
impaired or blind. Tapu et al. [18] conducted a review
on wearable devices used to assist the visually impaired
user navigation in outdoor environments. In a review
by [19], the authors studied different vision assistive
methodologies used for indoor positioning and naviga-
tion. The study by [20] discusses several Electronic Travel
Aids (ETA), especially for helping blind people naviga-
tion using machine vision technologies. Hojjat [21] gave
an overview of some existing indoor navigation solutions
for blind and visually impaired people. But a systematic
review of navigation systemswhichworks on both indoor
and outdoor and categorized based on the technological
developments are fewer.

The contribution of this review paper is a systematic pre-
sentation of the literature of various navigation solutions
used by (or proposed for) the people who are visually
impaired. Unlike the majority of similar other reviews,
this work considers the navigation systemsworking on all
environments (like outdoors, indoors, etc), that use var-
ious underlying technology (vision, non-vision, mobile-
based, etc). The reviewed works are categorized based on
the underlying technology can give a better organization
to this paper. In the end, the review comes with some
recommendations that are developed based on the exten-
sive review done by the authors. The authors believe this
paper can give an overview of developments that hap-
pened in the domain and the recommendations can be
considered for the design of future navigation solutions
of people who are visually impaired.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2
describes some general information regarding assistive
travel aids and also the main underlying technologies
used in navigation system design. Section 3 discusses
the methodology adopted to conduct this review and
also a discussion of various navigation systems con-
sidered for this review. This section also classifies the
navigation systems based on the underlying technolo-
gies. Section 4 proceeds with the discussions and rec-
ommendations. The paper ends with the conclusion in
section 5.

2. ASSISTIVE TRAVEL AIDS

According to Chanana et al. [22], the limitations of
conventional assistive solutions led to the evolution of
technology-supported solutions which can be used for
guiding the user by providing the necessary navigation
details by performing obstacle detection. The immense
potential emerged in computing and communication
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platforms can be considered as an advantage in utilizing
it in designing a navigation and accessibility solution for
the visually impaired person [23].

A classification of blind navigation systems, devices, and
recognition methods proposed by the authors of [4]
comprises three categories: electronic orientation aids
(EOAs), position locator devices (PLDs), and electronic
travel aids (ETAs).

Electronic Orientation Aids (EOAs) is designed to assist
blind and visually impaired people in finding the navi-
gation path. A camera and different sensors are usually
combined to identify obstacles and paths [24,25]. EOA
systems usually need more information about the envi-
ronment. The limitations of EOAs are in difficulty in
the incorporation of a complex computing device with a
lightweight and real-time guiding device.

Position Locator Devices (PLD) are used to decide the
precise position of devices that use theGlobal Positioning
System (GPS) and Geographic Information System (GIS)
technologies. A combination of GPS and GIS-based nav-
igation systems can be used to guide the user from the
current location to destinations. However, [4] argues that
that combination will not completely work for the visu-
ally impaired people because the system cannot help the
user to avoid the obstacles in front of them. Hence PLDs
usually need to be combined with other sensors to detect
the obstacles. Another limitation with PLDs is that they
need to receive signals from GPS satellites so that they
only can be used outdoors, not indoors.

Electronic Travel Aids (ETAs) are general assistant
devices for helping visually impaired people avoid obsta-
cles. ETAs could improve the detection range of obstacles
and landmarks and can give a better orientation also [26].
As a result, it can facilitate safe, simple, and comfortable
navigation tasks. An ETA consists of the sensing input
unit(s) to receive inputs from the environment and a sin-
gle or multiple feedback modalities to give information
to the user which can help in navigation. The following
section discusses in detail about each of them.

2.1 Sensing Inputs

The common sensing inputs used in ETAs are gen-
eral camera (or a mobile phone camera), depth cam-
era, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Bluetooth
beacon, ultrasonic sensor, infrared sensor, etc.

A modern smartphone camera can give good images in
terms of quality and they are small in size too. But the
main limitation of a general smartphone camera is that
they do not provide the depth information so such sys-
tems cannot determine the distance fromuser to obstacle.
General camera images usually are processed to detect
only the obstacles ahead during the navigation.

A depth camera provides ranging information. Among
depth camera recognition systems,Microsoft Kinect [27]
is usually used as the primary recognition hardware in
depth based vision analysis systems. Microsoft Kinect
uses a new Time-of-Flight (ToF) camera for the depth
computation. Compared to purely two-dimensional
images, depth images can provide more information
about obstacles. One of the main limitations of Kinect
cameras is that they cannot be used in intense light envi-
ronments. In addition to Kinect cameras, other depth-
based cameras used for depth analysis is Light Detection
and Ranging (LiDaR). The disadvantage of both Kinect
and LiDaR based systems is its excessive size which is not
convenient to use and also carries for a human for navi-
gation. But recent smartphones also have an inbuilt depth
sensor in addition to the normal camera. The features
like a smaller size, portability, and computation possibil-
ity become advantages if we use such a mobile for visual
processing during the navigation.

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) refers to a tech-
nology where the digital data will be encoded in tags or
smart labels and are captured by a reader via radio waves.
The technology suffers from fluctuating signals accuracy,
signals disruption, reader and/or tag collision, slow read
rates, etc. Moreover, the user needs to be aware of the
RFID reader location in a navigation context [28].

Beacon is a type of RFID, used for identifying objects
with radiofrequency. It’s more like active RFID because
it’s not depending on the RFID reader to generate power.
Bluetooth beacons are small hard-ware devices con-
stantly transmit Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) signals.
A BLE beacon broadcasts packets of data at regular
intervals of time. These data packets are detected by a
mobile application or pre-installed services on smart-
phones nearby. Bluetooth Low Energy transmits fewer
data over a smaller range, so it consumes less power com-
pared to other navigation devices. Bluetooth beacons suf-
fer from high installation cost, maintenance costs since
the receivers or emitters need to be installed throughout
the ceiling [29].
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Near-Field Communication (NFC)9 is also based on the
RFID protocols. The main difference of NFC with an
RFID is that an NFC device can act not only as a reader
but also as a tag. It is also possible to transfer information
between two NFC devices.

Ultrasonic-based navigation systems use ultrasonic to
measure the distance to the obstacles and indicate the
information to the user through voice or vibration. How-
ever, one limitation of these systems is that they can-
not detect the exact location of obstacles due to the
wide beam angle of ultrasonic. Besides, these systems
cannot recognize the type of obstacles (e.g. a car or
a bicycle) [30].

Infrared (IR) sensor is used to sense certain characteris-
tics of its surroundings by emitting an IR signal or detect-
ing it. Infrared sensors can also measure the heat emitted
by an object and detecting itsmotion. The drawback of IR
based devices is that natural and artificial light can inter-
fere with it. IR based systems are costly to install due to a
large number of tags to be installed and maintained [31].

2.2 FeedbackModalities

An ETA with vision/non-vision sensory units can detect
obstacles during the navigation. This information, along
with the direction cues, needs to be sent to the users and
helps them in navigation. Common modes of feedbacks
are audio, tactile, or vibrations. Some systems use a com-
bination of them and thus gives the user a multimodal
option to get the navigation cues.

Audio feedback is usually given in a navigation sys-
tem using earphones or speakers. The disadvantage of
audio feedback is the disturbance caused to the user
when the information is over-flooded or it may also
annoying when the user misses the environment sounds
due to the auditory cues [32]. Bone conduction head-
phones are used in many navigation systems to min-
imize this issue to an extent. The headset allows the
conduction of sound to the inner ear allowing the user
to perceive the audio signal without blocking the ear
canal [33].

Tactile feedback is also used in some navigation feed-
back systems where the feedback is given through the
user’s foot, hand, arm, fingers, or any body parts where
the sense of pressure can be experienced. It allows the
user to get notified for directional cues and also to avoid
obstacles by feeling sensations at various body pressure
points. Unlike the audio feedback methods, the tactile

feedback can be used to avoid the distraction in users due
to environment sounds [34,35].

When smartphones are widely used in the design of the
navigation systems, some systems tried to use the vibra-
tion feature of smartphones and also some other mobile
devices to give navigation feedback to the users [36,37].
The vibration pattern can be used to give certain cues for
the direction. However, it is not so useful or comfortable
to the users because sometimes it may confuse the users
or takes time while decoding the meaning of vibration
pattern in real-time.

3. TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES FOR
NAVIGATIONAL SUPPORT

Many research works were reported in the area of
assistive navigation systems for people who are visu-
ally impaired. This review paper includes scientific pub-
lications from a period of approximately five years
(2015–2020). This narrow selection was made to avoid
repetitions from previous related reviews and also to
focus on recent developments that happened in the
domain. The ACM Digital Library, IEEEXplore, Sci-
enceDirect, PubMed, Sensors, and also some other rel-
evant databases were queried using combinations of the
keywords “navigation systems for visually impaired” and
“navigation systems for blind”. The abstracts of the pub-
lication were reviewed to exclude irrelevant papers. The
review was not limited to complete, functioning, and
evaluated system prototypes, but also the systems which
are proposed with a prototype and which got the poten-
tial to develop further.

The core technology used in each of those systems varies.
Each of them got their advantages and also limitations.
This section classifies the different electronic travel aids
considered for this review based on the underlying tech-
nology. Previous attempts were already reported on sim-
ilar classification criteria but the majority are limited to
a specific environment such as indoor or outdoor envi-
ronments or machine learning solutions or sensor-based
solutions. But we tried to incorporate almost all tech-
nological advancements that happened in the area and
the utilization of them in the design of navigation sys-
tems. Moreover, we did not make any limitation con-
straints on the application environment like other similar
reviews. The classification is done in five categories: (1)
Visual imagery systems, (2) Non-visual data systems, (3)
Map-based systems, (4) Systems with 3D Sound, and
(5) Smartphone-based solutions. The following sections
describe the classification in detail.
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3.1 Visual Imagery Systems

Vision-based navigation or optical navigation uses com-
puter vision algorithms and optical sensors, including
different types of cameras to extract the visual fea-
tures from the surrounding environment. The system
tries to detect obstacles using the visual features and
then guide the user to navigate safely by giving direc-
tions to avoid them. Different visual imagery based
devices/technologieswere tried to incorporate in the nav-
igation system design in the literature. It includes systems
that used a stereo camera, IP camera network, RGB-D
camera, etc. We categorized them based on the underly-
ing visual imaging capturing device/technology and also
mention some of the notable works on each category.

3.1.1 Stereo Camera
The authors in [38] presented a navigation methodology
employed by an intelligent assistant called Tyflos. The
Tyflos system carries two vision cameras and captures
images from the surrounding 3D environment, either by
the user’s command or in a continued mode (video). It
then converts those images into its corresponding verbal
descriptions which use in establishing a verbal commu-
nication with the user.

The navigation system proposed in [39] integrates a
binocular camera, inertial measurement unit (IMU),
and earphones in a bicycle helmet. When the object is
detected at a particular position, it is been converted
to a sound source and is conveyed to the user through
earphones. The particular technique is called Binaural
rendering and it refers to the technique of creating sounds
that can be localized in direction and distance using
headphones. The system is intended to work only on the
outdoor environment.

3.1.2 IP Camera Network
Navigation systems using IP cameras were also proposed
in the literature. In the system proposed by Chaccour
et al. [40], cameras were installed on every room ceiling.
The photos captured from the environment were ana-
lyzed by a remote processing system using a computer
vision algorithm.Using a simple interactivemobile appli-
cation installed on the smartphone, the user would be
able to reach the destination. Figure 1 shows an outline
of how the system works. The main issue with the sys-
tem is with the expenses in the installation of various IP
cameras in the indoor environment.

3.1.3 VSLAM
Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VS-
LAM) is a technology that can be used for location and

Network
Switch

Indoor Camera

Head Marker

Smart Phone

Microphone

Remote Processing Station 
with WiFi and Bluetooth

Figure 1: Architecture of IP-camera based system. (Adapted
from [40].)

Object
Recognition Object Detection Scene Parsing Visual Slam Path Planning

OCR

Speech
ProcessingDatabase

Cloud

Web Application
Helmet mounted

with stereo
camera

Smartphone

4G LTE

Figure 2: Cloud and vision-based navigation system. (Adapted
from [43].)

positioning using the visual inputs from a camera [41].
Since the technology only needs a single camera sensor
and can work without any other sensors, it got much
popularity in the navigation system design domain. Bai
et al. [42] proposed an indoor navigation solution that
uses theVSLAMalgorithm to solve issues in indoor local-
ization and virtual-blind-road building. The system used
a dynamic sub-goal selecting strategy to help users with
navigation by avoiding obstacles along the way. VSLAM
was also used in [43]. Here, the system is connected with
a cloud server and the major components include a hel-
met with stereo cameras, an android-based smartphone,
a web application, and also a cloud computing platform.
An overview of the system is shown in Figure 2. The eval-
uations reported that there is still scope for improving
object detection and recognition accuracy.

3.1.4 RGB-D Cameras
The Intelligent situational awareness and navigation aid
(ISANA) [44] was an electronic SmartCane proto-type
that uses the Google Tango [45] tablet as its mobile
computing platform. Using the onboard RGB-D cam-
era, efficient obstacle detection and avoidance approach
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based on Kalman filter (TSM-KF) algorithm were used
in ISANA. They also designed a multimodal human-
machine interface (HMI) with speech-audio interac-
tion and robust haptic interaction through an electronic
SmartCane.

Xiao et al. [46] proposed a cyber-physical system that
uses an RGB-D sensor for object detection and also
scenes understanding. Both auditory and vibrotactile
feed-back modes are available with the system. The sys-
tem needs internet access to do the computation but can
work both indoor and outdoor environments.

The systemproposed by [47] also used anRGB-D camera
for facilitating indoor navigation for the visually impaired
people. The system also consists of a standard laptop that
runs a navigation soft-ware, smartphone user interface,
and a haptic feedback vest. Based on the voice instruction
from the user, the system can identify the start and desti-
nation points. In addition to storing the previously gen-
erated maps for navigation, the system can also generate
maps while the user is travelling.

The system proposed in [48] used a combination of
wearable and social sensors for providing navigation
directions for blind users. Using wearable sensors like
RGB-D and IMU, the system provides a line-of-sight
object detection through the audio and vibratory feed-
backmodes. And at the global level, usersmake decisions
utilizing the social sensors (such as Facebook posts, Twit-
ter tweets, etc). The social sensors can analyze its contents
posted by others and through this, the blind users can
get warnings about various incidents or accidents hap-
pened at a particular spot. Using that info, the blind user
can decide whether or not to follow the route planned by
the navigation system. The decision about a route can be
made based on the environment changes.

3.1.5 Microsoft Kinect
Microsoft Kinect comes under RGB-D cameras creates
great interest among researches in utilizing it in the
design of navigation systems for visually impaired [49].
So it is worth separately mention the developments that
occurred in this area. Kinect is a line of motion sensing
input devices produced by Microsoft which is suitable to
detect objects and thus can use to support navigation.
It also supports a large feature set and can work in low
light environments. The system proposed by [50] used
an algorithm that takes the input data from Microsoft
Xbox Kinect 360 [51]. It helps to make a 3D map of the
indoor areas and detects the depth of an obstacle/human.
Similar to this, [52] also presented an obstacle avoidance
system for blind people using a Kinect depth camera.

The depth images from theKinect camerawere processed
using a windowing-based mean method and then use it
for detection of different obstacles. When the system rec-
ognizes an obstacle, it sends voice feedback to the user
through the earphones.

3.1.6 LiDaR
Since the use of LiDaR got popularity in autonomous
vehicle design and robotics, the researchers also tried
to experiment with its scope in the assistive navigation
design for the people who are visually impaired. The
LiDaR Assist Spatial Sensing (LASS) system proposed
by [53] uses a LiDaR sensor to identify the obstacles and
then translate it into a stereo sound of various pitches.
The spatial information from the sensor such as the
obstacles’orientation and distance is translated as rela-
tive pitches. The system proposed in [54] also reports
the use of the LiDaR sensor integrated with a white cane.
The scanning of the cane for the detection of obstacles in
one disadvantage in addition to the weight and size that
makes the system a little uncomfortable. But the advan-
tage of LiDaR can much more be exploited in the area
since smaller size versions of sensors released recently.

3.2 Non-visual Data Systems

The navigation systems which do not use vision algo-
rithms or optical sensors as their main choice are dis-
cussed in this section. Various systems are proposed
using various sensors like ultrasonic, beacons, IR sen-
sors, etc. Even though there are systems that use both
and visual and non-visual data, the systems discussing
here mainly depend on non-visual features for giving
guidance to users for navigation.

3.2.1 BLE Beacons
Systems using Bluetooth beacons were reported in liter-
ature multiple times [55–57]. But it is worth mention-
ing some details of a few. Nair et al. [58] proposed a
hybrid positioning and navigation solution that com-
bines both Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons10 and
Google Tango to tap into their strengths while minimiz-
ing their weaknesses.

In the GuideBeacon system [59], a smartphone was used
to interact with Bluetooth-based beacons placed in the
different indoor locations which can assist the users in
giving navigation directions. Some of the improvements
needed in the proposed system are with the user interface
and navigation modules.
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3.2.2 IoT based
The Internet Of Things (IoT) is intercommunication
between various systems that can transfer data over a net-
work without requiring any form of human or ma-chine
interactions. Navigation systems using the IoT concept
has been reported in the literature after the popularity of
the same for different applications [60,61].

Indriya [62] is a handheld device used in conjunction
with a smart cane. The system can detect obstacles ahead
up to three metres and can distinguish between humans
and objects with 80% accuracy. It can provide both vibra-
tory and voice alerts before any possible collision. Indriya
uses less number of sensors for the IoT-based implemen-
tation with the Android platform support. The system
tends to give poor results during step detection, slope
detection, etc.

Blind Guide [63] is also based on the Internet of Things
that can work with existing solutions such as a white cane
to help visually impaired to navigate in both indoor and
outdoor environments. If an obstacle has been detected
by the wireless sensor, a signal will be sent to the central
device which is a Raspberry Pi board. After identify-
ing the object, the user will be informed about its name
and also its distance from the user through voice feed-
back. An important limitation of the prototype is that
it requires internet access for object recognition, which
makes the system-dependent in the location with data
network accessibility.

3.2.3 Ultrasonic Sensors
Navigation systems based on ultrasonic sensors can be
considered as a common choice in the design after
visual(camera) based solutions. The systems proposed
using this technology works in conjunction with some
electronic boards like Raspberry Pie or Arduino [64]. An
ultrasonic blind stick with adjustable sensitivity with the
help of an ultrasonic proximity sensor and a GPSmodule
was reported in [65].

The NavGuide [66] can categorize obstacles and sur-
rounding environment situations using ultrasonic sen-
sors. The system can provide priority information to the
user using vibratory and audio alerts. The system was
designed to detect wet floors, floor-level, and knee-level
obstacles also. One of the limitations of NavGuide is that
it is unable to sense a pit or downhill. In addition to that,
NavGuide can sense a wet-floor only after the user steps
on it.

The GuideCane [67] also used ultrasonic sensors to
detect obstacles during the navigation and an attached

embedded computer could find the direction of motion
steered by the system and also the user who uses it. The
limitations of the GuideCane is that it is not able to detect
overhanging obstacles such as tabletops, also it cannot
detect important features such as sidewalk borders.

3.2.4 IR Sensors
IR sensors offer low power consumption and low cost
compared to ultrasonic sensors and because of those
reasons, it also experimented in the navigation system
design. A smart assistive stick based on IR has been
reported in [68]. Also, IR has been used in conjunc-
tion with other technologies like Google Tango and
Unity [69].

The system proposed in [70] presents a solution using
infrared sensors, which helps to detect various objects
such as buildings or walls etc. The device has to be
placed on the user’s arms can transmit navigation signals
through vibrations. These signals provide information
about movement steps and the nearest threats.

3.3 Map-based Systems

Users who are visually impaired are using different tac-
tile tools, such as maps with raised points, small-scale
prototypes, or magnet boards after the O&M training.
Different multimodal maps have been proposed to assist
the navigation of blind and visually impaired people.
These tools are an efficient way for spatial learning in
the absence of vision but got limitations. One of such is
it is not possible to update the contents of the maps. To
overcome these limitations, accessible interactive maps
have been developed [71]. Using a participatory design
approach, the authors of [72] designed and developed
an augmented reality map that can be used in O&M
classes. This prototype combines projection, audio out-
put, and use of tactile tokens. Hence it allows both map
exploration and construction by people who are visually
impaired.

SmartTactMaps proposed by [73] was a smartphone-
based approach to support blind persons in exploring
tactile maps. A 3D environment map made using an
RGB-D sensor was reported in [74]. The system could
extract semantic information from the RGB images to
help people who are visually impaired to navigate at
home.

A 3D Printed audiovisual tactile map called
LucentMaps [75] was also proposed for people who are
visually impaired. The authors of the same claimed to
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simplify the combination of mobile devices with phys-
ical tactile maps. VizMap system [76] uses computer
vision and crowdsourcing to collect various information
from indoor environments. It uses on-site sighted vol-
unteers to take various videos and uses these to create
a 3D spatial model. These video frames are semantically
labelled and embedded into a reconstructed 3D model,
which can form a queryable spatial representation of the
environment.

3.4 Systems with 3D Sound

The Sound of Vision system reported in [77] is a wearable
sensory substitution device that assists in the navigation
of visually impaired people by creating and conveying
an auditory and tactile representation of the surround-
ing environment. The user will be getting both audio and
haptic feedback. The system needs improvements in its
usability and accuracy factors.

Stereo Vision-based Electronic Travel Aid (SVETA) is an
electronic travel aid that consists of a headgear moulded
with stereo cameras and earphones. A sonification pro-
cedure is also proposed in the paper to map the disparity
image to a musical sound in stereo. Each such musi-
cal sound corresponds to some information about the
features of the obstacle that the user faces. The system
works fine in indoor environments. The requirement to
use the system turns to be a disadvantage for novice users.
The target users need to have training on the different
meanings of stereo musical sounds before using it [78].

3.5 Smartphone-based Solutions

Smartphone-based navigation solutions offer portability
and convenience to the users. This section describes the
various solutions proposed on the smart-phone platform
for visually impaired users.

NavCog3 proposed by [79] was an indoor navigation sys-
tem that provides turn-by-turn instructions and imme-
diate feedback when incorrect orientation is detected. It
also provides information on landmarks and some points
of interest in nearby locations. The system provides audio
feedback to the users. Figure 3 shows an overview of
the NavCog3 system [79]. Ganz et al. [80] proposed
PERCEPT-II application onwhich the target user obtains
navigation instructions to the chosen destination when
touching specific land-marks on the application installed
in the mobile device. The destination spots were tagged
with Near Field Communication (NFC) tags. Figure 4
illustrates the architecture of PERCEPT-II. The system

Figure 3: An Overview of Navcog3 System. (Adapted from [79].)
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Figure 4: PERCEPT-II Architecture. (Adapted from [80].)

has a limitation which involves installing and maintain-
ing a large number of NFC tags.

Lin et al. [4] proposed a smartphone application that
can be integrated with an image recognition system to
form an assisted navigation system. Based on the network
availability, the system can choose two operating modes:
an online mode and an offline mode. When the system
got initiated, the smartphone captures an image and then
sends it to the server for processing. The server uses some
deep learning algorithms [81,82] to recognize different
obstacles. The main limitations of the system include
high energy consumption and the need for high-speed
network connectivity.

The TARSIUS system [83] aimed at enhancing the
capability of users in the visual scene understanding
of the outdoor environments. The system components
include the TARSIUS app for mobile devices, a web
server, a remote assistance centre, and also the Bluetooth
LE/iBeacon tags placed along the streets at points of inter-
est. The main issues of the TARIUS system include the
placement of Bluetooth beacons all-around the streets
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which cause high cost and also may result in signal
interferences.

ENVISION [15] uses a specific method to detect static
and dynamic obstacles robustly and accurately in real-
time video streaming recorded by a smartphone with an
average hardware capacity. The system can be further
improved if the obstacle recognition and classification
modules can help the target users for a better understand-
ing of the environment.

The “Active Vision with Human-in-the-Loop for the
Visually Impaired” (ActiVis) project developed by [84]
proposes a multimodal user interface that uses audio
and vibration cues to transmit navigational informa-
tion to the target user. The current implementation of
the ActiVis system is an android app based on a Tango
device [45] and a bone-conducting headset. The system
can be improved if it can adapt to feedback parameters
in real-time which can improve the performance of the
system.

The Tactile Wayfinder [85] consists of a tactile belt and
also a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) which runs a
Wayfinder application. The application manages loca-
tion and route information. After identifying the path
direction, the information is sent to the tactile display.
The vibrators in the belt can give information regarding
directions to the user for navigation.

4. DISCUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Through this review, we went through different nav-
igation systems proposed for people who are visually
impaired and classified them based on the underlying
technology. The following two subsections describe dis-
cussion on the systems which were considered for review
and also some recommendations we would like to pro-
pose based on that.

4.1 Discussions

Many research works are being done and several navi-
gational technologies have been developed throughout
the years to support blind and visually impaired, but
only some are still in existence [1]. The reasons for such
a situation is somewhat identified through this review
work. Most of the solutions may work well in theory
but maybe too difficult or cumbersome to be adopted
by the intended user in practice. Part of the reason for
that may be due to a weak connection between engineer-
ing solution with that of a target user’s requirements. For
example, different navigation solutions have been studied

throughout this work and one of the main issues iden-
tified is with the size of the devices/systems [38,52,78].
The size of most of the systems is quite impractical for
a person to carry and thus make the user not even con-
sider it at all as an aid for the navigation. The cost of
the system, the long learning time needed for the user
to adapt to the system are some of the reasons why the
similar systems are widely used by the blind and visually
impaired people. Studies did in [70] also support these
findings. In most of the systems, visually impaired peo-
ple need to invest more amount of time to get used to the
system and understand its working which was claimed to
be frustrating and discouraging [1]. Also, there might be
a huge problem that can occur when a navigation solu-
tion demands changes in the environment. For example,
setting up extra equipment or sensors in buildings or
roads [40,59,80] required more expenses and also infras-
tructure. But it also should be noted that it can enhance
the security and also contribute feature addition in the
navigation system.

Another interesting finding is the feedback design of the
navigation systems. Themajority of the reviewed systems
went for the audio-based feedback systems [40,43,50].
Only a few even consider dual-mode or multimode feed-
back methods [44,62,66]. One of the factors which iden-
tify a better navigation system is the appropriate choice of
feedback method. Different target users may prefer dif-
ferent methods, and it is a reality that incorporating all of
them in a single system may not be a fruitful approach.
But at the same time, we should not restrict the users with
a single option of feedback too. In some situations, one
feedback method can overrule or benefit than the other
one. For example, in a noisy urban environment, an audio
feedback method is not a suitable choice. At the same
time, the same feedback method will be preferably useful
in identifying the objects and giving information about
the same back to the user.

The developments happened in the technology, systems,
and algorithms paved the way to create a platform that
can make it possible to create more interesting applica-
tions that can support the navigation of people who are
visually impaired. Manduchi and Coughlan [86] argues
that there is increasing interest in the use of computer
vision (in particular, mobile vision, implemented for
example on smartphones) as an assistive technology for
persons with visual impairments. However, there is still a
lack of understanding of how exactly a blind person can
operate a camera-based system [87,88].

Manduchi [23] explains that this understanding is nec-
essary not only to design good user interfaces but also
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to correctly dimension, design, and benchmark a mobile
vision system for this type of application.

Though there are some technology supported tools like
Audiopolis [12] to enhance the Orientation andMobility
skills of a person, it should be also noted that not much
works are happening in this area. According to Richard
G.L [11], technology should also play a continuing role
in Orientation and Mobility. The author also asserts that
research can be useful in developing new technology and
evaluating its impact on the context.

Any user has the interest to know about the surround-
ings during the navigation. Even though many object
detection based navigation solutions exist, such a system
either lacks to give proper information or it may be over-
flooded by undesired information to the user. Also, the
complex and time-consuming operations required in an
obstacle detection proceduremakes the system alsomore
complex as well as less effective in delivering the neces-
sary information in real-time [89]. Real-time detection
is quite necessary for any navigation context. A few sec-
onds of delaymight cause risk.Most of the cloud-based or
online solutions are not favourable because of this reason.

Privacy and security of personal and private data is a
serious concern in today’s digital era and this is valid
in the context of technology-based navigation systems
for people who are visually impaired [90]. Some users
don’t like to store the location info in the history of the
device because that data can be used for tracking the
user or for giving some advertisements by any commer-
cial company. Data management in a system deals with
how data is being handled during or after the usage of
that system. The data can be in the form of audio sig-
nals, images, videos, etc. From the reviewed works, none
of them mentions how the data collected from the navi-
gational systems are stored and how the ethical concerns
related to that are handled. So, it is also an interesting
dimension to taken care about.

One another major point which the researchers need to
take care of is how far those technology supported sys-
tems can fulfil the needs of the target users. Even though
currently there are many technologies available for the
visually impaired person for navigation, almost all are
unreachable by most of the target users. We speculate
that there are some gaps between the research and the
actual needs. The study was done in [91] on the needs
and coping strategies of low-vision individuals validates
this claim. The author points out that technical focusmay
divert attention away from the needs of users. So we may
assume that technology-centric systems alone cannot be

considered as a user-centric solution that can eliminate
the difficulties faced by visually impaired people during
their navigation.

4.2 Recommendations

It is evident that even with advancements and the variety
in technological solutions of navigation assistive devices,
they have not yet become so widely used and also the
user acceptance is low [92]. Through this section, we are
trying to put forward some recommendations which can
help in the design of navigation systems for blind and
visually impaired people in the future.

(a) Appropriate choice of real-time object detection
methods: Deep learning-based object detection
solutions are improving in recent years and the
amount of time needed to do the required task is
being reduced [93,94]. The use of an effective and
appropriate object detection method in an appro-
priate platform which can support real-time opera-
tions is an important thing to be considered in this
scenario.

(b) Availability of multiple options for feedback mech-
anisms: If the system delivers only a single mode of
feedback, it may not be useful in different instances.
Some people rely on auditory mode whereas oth-
ers some others on tactile or vibratory mode. But
there will be situations where each of these modes
becomes relevant depending on the environment.
So, if there is an option formultiple feedbackmodal-
ities, the user will get the flexibility to choose one
based on a situation or environment. This will make
the system more effective in varying environments.
If a multimodal feedback system can be imple-
mented based on the adaptation of user preferences
according to the situations and environmental con-
ditions, it would be useful to the users even though
it has complexities in implementation [95,96].

(c) Mitigation of the extensive learning time: The
amount of time needed to familiarize a system is an
important user-centric factor in the design of a nav-
igation system of people who are visually impaired.
Both of these are required by the visually impaired
persons to master most navigation assistive systems
existing today [1,97]. One of the aspects which need
to be considered in this case is that the users should
not feel much difficulty in learning or using a new
system.

(d) Comfortability in carriage and usage: Many of the
systems which are existing now are burdensome or
heavy [49]. Portability is one of the important factors
which governs the practicality and user acceptance
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of such devices [98]. Even though many systems
are integrated with a mobile phone, the usage of
the same could not believe to be user-friendly as
expected. The solution should be designed in such
a way that a user should be able to carry the system
and could be able to use it with more easiness.

(e) Amount of information apprehended by the user:
The main purpose of navigation is to reach a point
of destination safely. But the user will be more inter-
ested in what all happening around simply and effec-
tively. They might be desired to get informed about
the changes in the surroundings during navigation
like traffic blocks, obstacles, or any warning situa-
tions, etc. The users should be informed in the right
amount at the right timing about the surrounding
environment during navigation [22]. To be effec-
tive, the navigation solution is advised to focus on
conveying specific environmental information [1].

(f) Avoid social stigma concerns: Sometimes technol-
ogy innovations cannot alone give the visually
impaired persons to start liking them. The users
must feel comfortable and have to use a system for
assisting the navigation without feeling any type of
social awkwardness [99,100]. Methods to solve such
a situation depends on designing a user-centric sim-
ple device which will not feel the users different
while using it in public.

(g) Proper management and security of personal and
private data: Management of private and personal
data should be considered while designing a naviga-
tion device for blind and visually impaired [90,101].
A blind user should have the option to have cus-
tomized settings in the navigation device regarding
which information the system is used for its process
execution and which data is being shared in the net-
work. This setting can be done as per the preferences
of the user and the context in which the system is
being used.

5. CONCLUSION

This literature review gives an overview of the state of
the art of the navigation systems for people who are visu-
ally impaired and the systems are categorized based on
the underlying technology. The review comes with some
interesting findings. Over the years many systems are
being proposed to support the navigation for the people
who are visually impaired. But many of them got limita-
tions associated with comfortability and portability, user
learning and adaptation timewith the new system, adapt-
ablemulti-feedback options, etc. Because of these reasons
may be, the systems that were proposed to date did not
gain much popularity in the blind and visually impaired

community and still, the target users are reluctant to
use it. The recommendations given in this paper based
on analyzing the issues with the existing systems can be
utilized in the future development of similar systems.

The design of navigation assistive technologies for
the people who are visually impaired is an active
research area as well as a challenging one where
there are instances in which humanitarian conditions
have also to be considered. Also, we recommends that
the future navigation systems need to take advan-
tage of technological trends and make them useful
for creating a universally accessible navigation solu-
tion. We believe that the review of the systems, as well
as the recommendations given in this paper, can be
a stepping stone for considering further research in
the area.
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